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Abstract— Authentication supported passwords is employed 

for the most part in applications for pc security and privacy. 

but act like selecting dangerous passwords Associate in 

Nursing inputting passwords in an insecure approach are 

considered “the weakest link” within the authentication 

chain. Within the projected system, a unique authentication 

system PassMatrix, supported graphical passwords to resist 

shoulder water sport attacks. With a valid login indicator and 

travel horizontal; and vertical bars covering the complete 

scope of pass pictures. Within the modification method, 

deploy Graphical primarily based countersign authentication 

except for Pass Matrix implementation. Users are going to be 

registering with 2 pictures and with its Pixels. User is attested 

provided that each PassMatrix and Graphical countersign is 

matched. It doubtless assist you hunt down the hacker and 

report them to the authorities. Programs that are enables to 

visualize the IP address that the user is connected from. This 

IP address may be wont to realize their approximate 

geographic location, presumably login names from their pc, 

and identity clues from their host names. We are able to then 

use this data to report them to the authorities or enforcement. 

Key words: Authentication, Graphical Countersign, Pass 

Matrix, IP Address 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Textual passwords are the foremost wide used authentication 

technique for many years. Comprised of numbers and upper- 

and lower-case letters, matter passwords are thought-about 

sturdy enough to resist against brute force attacks. Therefore, 

users tend to settle on passwords that are either short or from 

the lexicon, instead of random alphamerical strings. Even 

worse, it's not a rare case that users might use just one 

username and secret for multiple accounts  Numerous 

graphical secret authentication schemes were developed to 

deal with the issues and weaknesses related to matter 

passwords. Supported some studies like those in humans have 

a much better ability to learn pictures with LTM (LTM) than 

verbal representations. As a result, users will found out a 

fancy authentication secret and are capable of recollecting it 

once an extended time albeit the memory isn't activated 

sporadically. However, most of those image-based passwords 

are at risk of shoulder surfboarding attacks (SSAs). The 

human actions like selecting unhealthy passwords for brand 

spanking new accounts associated inputting passwords in an 

insecure method for later logins are considered the weakest 

link within the authentication chain. Therefore, associate 

authentication theme ought to be designed to beat these 

vulnerabilities. During this paper, we tend to gift a secure 

graphical authentication system named PassMatrix that 

protects users from turning into victims of shoulder 

surfboarding attacks once inputting passwords publicly 

through the usage of one-time login indicators. A login 

indicator is every which way generated for every pass-image 

and can be useless once the session terminates. The login 

indicator provides higher security against shoulder 

surfboarding attacks, since users use a dynamic pointer to 

entails the position of their secrets instead of clicking on the 

password object directly. It presumably assist you run the 

hacker and report them to the authorities.  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Based on previous research users ’actions such as typing from 

their keyboard, or clicking on the pass-images or pass-points 

in public may reveal their passwords to people with bad 

intention. The latter types of attacks require more effort and 

techniques from attackers. Thus, if an authentication scheme 

is able to resist against these attacks, it is also secure against 

previous types of attacks. Some of the proposed 

authentication schemes including traditional text-password 

and PIN, are vulnerable to shoulder surfing attacks. 

Authentication schemes that require users to touch or fling on 

computer monitors or display screens during the login phase 

are vulnerable to smudge attacks. The attacker can obtain the 

user’s password easily by observing the smudge left on the 

touch screen. Current software interfaces for entering text on 

touch screen devices mimic existing mechanisms such as 

keyboard typing or handwriting. These techniques are poor 

for entering private text such as passwords since they allow 

observers to decipher what has been typed simply by looking 

over the typist’s shoulder, an activity known as shoulder 

surfing. In this paper, we outline a general approach for 

designing security-sensitive onscreen virtual keyboards that 

allow users to enter private text without revealing it to 

observers. 

A. Existing System 

Shoulder surfring attacks have expose an excellent threat to 

users’ privacy and confidentiality as mobile devices have 

become dispensable in fashionable life. Shoulder surfing 

attackers will observe however the passwords were entered 

with the assistance of reflective glass windows, or including 

monitors hanging all over publicly places. Passwords square 

measure exposed to risky environments, albeit the passwords 

themselves square measure advanced and secure. A secure 

authentication system ought to be ready to defend against 

shoulder surfring attacks and will be applicable to all or any 

forms of devices. Authentication schemes within the 

literature like those in square measure immune to shoulder 

surfing, however they need either usability limitations or tiny 

watchword house.  

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

A novel authentication system PassMatrix, supported 

graphical passwords to resist shoulder surfing attacks. Secure 
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graphical authentication system named Pass Matrix that 

protects users from turning into victims of shoulder surfing 

attacks once inputting passwords publically through the usage 

of one-time login indicators. A login indicator is every which 

way generated for every pass-image and can be useless once 

the session terminates. The login indicator provides higher 

security against shoulder surfing attacks, since users use a 

dynamic pointer to entails the position of their watchwords 

instead of clicking on the password object directly.In the 

modification method, we have a tendency to deploy 

Graphical based mostly watchword authentication excluding 

Pass Matrix implementation. Users are registering with 2 

pictures and with its Pixels. User is attested on condition that 

each PassMatrix and Graphical watchword is matched. 

Unauthorized users will hack passwords to realize access to a 

secure system.Programs are wont to track hacker by their 

approximate geographic location, presumably login names 

from their laptop and report them to the authorities or 

enforcement. 

A. Architecture Diagram 

 
Fig. 1: Architecture Diagram for Graphical Password 

Authentication 

A user registers pixel password(X and Y axis) and that pixel 

position is stored in android mobile, after user logs in, it 

compares the pixel position and fetches the pixel position, 

verifies and transacts money required. 

1) User Personal Information 

In this module we have a tendency to square measure about 

to produce a User application by that the User is allowed to 

access the information from the Server. Here initial the User 

needs to make associate account then solely they're allowed 

to access the Network. Once the User produce associate 

account, they're to login into their account and request the 

task from the Server.  We use Fig.2 here as User’s Finger by 

exploitation the finger print device, therefore the user have 

provide the finger print to coach the system to spot the right 

finger print to valid the user. 

 
Fig. 2: Personal Identification Using Finger print 

2) Android Deployment 

Mobile shopper is AN golem application that created and put 

in within the User’s golem transportable. So we will perform 

the activities. The appliance initial Page contains the User 

registration method. We’ll produce we use Fig.3 as the User 

Login Page by Button and Text Field category within the 

golem. Whereas making the golem Application, we've got to 

style the page by dragging the tools like Button, Text field, 

and Radio Button. Once we tend to produce the complete 

mobile application, it'll generated as golem Platform Kit 

(APK) file. This APK file are put in within the User’s 

transportable AN Application.  

 
Fig. 3: Login page creation in Android 

3) Pixel based Authentication 

In this module, will build image verifications against specific 

components for pixel-by-pixel visual verifications in tests. 

The image verification feature is predicated on AN part’s 

visual rendering instead of the properties or attributes of that 

element. AN application with wealthy graphic rendering will 

leverage this practicality to alter a number of its check 

eventualities that have invariably required manual visual 

review to verify.  

 
Fig. 4: Pixel Analysis and Verfication 

4) Multi Authentication  

The Server will communicate with their Mobile consumer by 

hotspot within the Project we have a tendency to square 

measure victimisation image picture element choice to access 

with the consumer. The Server Application will be created 

victimisation Java/ Dot Net Programming Languages. We use 

Fig.5. As the Server can monitor the Mobile Client’s 

accessing data and reply to Client’s requested data. The 

Server won't permit the Unauthorized User from stepping into 

the Network. In order that we will offer the network from 

illegitimate user’s activities. Additionally the Server can 

determine the unauthorized user. 
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Fig. 5: Server-Client Authentication 

5) Methodology 

To overcome the security weakness of the traditional PIN 

method, the easiness of obtaining passwords by observers in 

public, and the compatibility issues to devices, we introduced 

a graphical authentication system called PassMatrix. A 

password consists of only one pass-square per pass-image for 

a sequence of n images. The number of images (i.e., n) is user-

defined. Pass Matrix’s authentication consists of a 

registration phase and an authentication phase. 

 Registration phase: Participants created an account 

consisting of a username and a password in PassMatrix. In 

the introduction phase, participants were educated by our 

tutorial so that they knew that they should register their 

account in a private place. Hence it is safe to choose pass-

squares by simply clicking on them during the registration 

phase. 

 
Fig. 6: Registration Phase 

 Authentication phase: After practicing, participants 

were requested to log into their account formally in a login 

mode. 

 
Fig. 7: Login Mode for Authentication 

 Next, the first pass-image will be shown on the 

display, with a horizontal bar and a vertical bar on its top and 

left respectively. We use Fig.8. as to respond to the challenge, 

the user flings or drags the bars to align the pre-selected pass-

square of the image. 

 
Fig. 8: Pass-Square image 

IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

Analysis shows that usability can't be measured accurately as 

a result of the perception of every person is completely 

different from others. really the most safety features of Pass 

matrix theme were its attention-grabbing calculation on 

willy-nilly elite operands, usage of binary operators, mixed 

operation of operands and pretend clicks. These options 

created this theme safer up to a lot of user sessions against 

Shoulder surfboarding. The best security feature of this theme 

is faux clicks really understand the mixture of actual clicks 

and pretend clicks that created this theme a lot of economical 

against attacks. 

Clicks because Shoulder Surfer even Camera recorder didn’t 

 
Fig. 9: Trends of (a) Number of times a participant went 

through authentication processes in public per day, and (b) 

User experience in smart phones with touch screens. 

 
Fig. 10: slower reading speed at the expense of reducing 

amount of exposed content to shoulder surfers (a) significant 

effect of masks and spot sizes on text comprehension 

 The masks resulted in slower reading speeds at the 

expense of reducing the amount of exposed content to 

shoulder surfers. While statistical testing only confirmed that 

no-mask resulted in a significantly faster reading speed, the 

figure suggests that reading was faster with larger spots and 

that users were faster when using the crystallized mask, 
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followed by the blackout mask, and slowest when using fake 

text mask. As for comprehension, we could not find 

significant effects of masks and spot sizes on text 

comprehension. The differences were negligible, suggesting 

that EyeSpot does not have a strong impact on understanding 

the text. 

V. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 

Shoulder surfing attack is beneath security provision. There 

are few planned strategies to shoulder surfing downside 

however they still have to be compelled to be improved. To 

have a smart system high security and smart usability are each 

required and cannot be separated. Proposed AN improvement 

on one of graphical parole algorithmic rule in recognition-

based class to unravel limitations of graphical parole theme. 
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